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SUMMARY 
3 3 7 1  y 
An approximate equation valid in the region near the partially 
Solutions of this equation a r e  obtained and i t  is frozen sonic line is derived. 
shown that the curves of constant velocity, the partially frozen sonic line, 
the line of horizontal velocity and the limiting characterist ic a r e  all parabolic. 
In some cases  the sonic line and line of horizontal velocity intersect on either 
side of the nozzle centerline. 
l ies  upstream of the sonic line. 
It is shown that the line of horizontal velocity 
J 
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NO TAT ION 
a 
A' 
A 
h 
k 
m 
ma 
M 
Mf 
n 
N 
P 
P 
sound speed 
expression defined in Eq. (23) 
expression defined in Eq. (26) 
expression defined in Eq. (32) 
expressior, defiled in Eq. (34) 
slope of the velocity along the nozzle axis in the sonic region 
expression defined in Eq. (65') I 
s tat ist ical  weight of grour,d energy-level for atom and molecule 
re spec t ively 
specific enthalpy o r  Planck constant or  nozzle height a t  throat 
Bolizm ann constant 
dissociation and recombination rate  constants respectively 
e quilibriurn constant, 
expression defined i i  Eq. (43) 
expression defined in Eq. (A. 5 ) 
% 
mass of an atom 
m a s s  of atoms per unit mole 
Mach number; expression defined in Eq. (48) 
frozen Mach number 
coordinate norinal to streamlines 
expression defined in Eq. (48) 
pressure 
expression. defined in Eq. (48) 
V 
velocity vector 
x and y components of velocity 
speed 
gas constant per  unit m a s s  referred to diatomic, gas 
cdordinate along stream lines 
time 
temperature 
C artesian coordinates 
coordinates of the point where sonic line and line of horizontal 
velocity intersect 
point where line of horizontal velocity meets nozzle centerline 
throat location with respect to partially frozen sonic point 
degree of dissociation (mass  concentration of atom) 
defined in Eq. (48), 
fictitious specific heat ra t ios  for  frozen and equilibrium r'low 
respectively (E. 13) ,  (B. 1 4 )  
true specific heat ratios for frozen and equilibrium flows 
respectively (A. 33) ,  (A. 3 4 )  
defined in Eq. (23)  
constant defined in Eq. (78) 
transformed y coordinate 
streamline angle 
characterist ic temperatures f o r  rotation, vibration and d i s -  
s oc iation respectively 
Mach angle 
transformed x coordinate 
expression defined in Eq. (66') 
K, a,c 
vi 
P 
P, 
z 
cp 
density 
characterist ic density for dissociation (A. 8)  
perturbation parameter 
characterist ic chemical and flow times 
perturbation velocity potential 
ra te  parameter (A. 4) 
Su.l#;cript s : . --
e equilibrium 
Superscripts: 
pariially frozen (vibration in equilibrium with active modes; 
f is used for convenieiice) 
-,- .I. reference state 
1 perturbat ion 
. 
I 1. INTRQDUCTION 
It is known that in the case of supersonic reacting gzS flows in 
nonequilibrium, the flow field can be calculated by means of the characterist ics 
method with the frozen Mach number playing a role s imilar  to the usua l  Mach 
number in non-reacting flows (Refs. 1 to 7).  In order  to calculate such flows 
through a nozzle, Der (Ref. 3 )  has studied the various aspects of the charac- 
ter is t ics  method for the supersonic part of the nozzle. Similar studies were 
done by others, for example Ref. 4. However, in a l l  the studies of the nozzle 
flow, the flow was computed by quasi-one-dimensional methods up to a point 
where the f Pozen Mach number is slightly greater  than one. The flow prop- 
e r t ies  so obtained a r e  then asstlmed to be constant along a line perpendicular 
to  the nozzle axis through this point. Using this as the initial data line, the 
two-dimension21 supersonic flow is computed. There appears to be no justi- 
fication for this assumption of a straight line with constant flow properties as 
the initial liile for the supersonic flow calculations. 
worthwhile to investigate the nature of the sonic region (i. e . ,  the region where 
the frozen Mach number is near unity) so a s  to establish a cor rec t  initial line 
€or the supersonic flew calculations. 
It therefore appeared 
In this note i t  is proposed to gtudy the nature of the sonic r e -  
gion hy applying the smal l  perturbation technique. 
useful, a t  least  in a qualitative way, in the transonic region of a reacting 
flow over a blunt body o r  in rocket exhaust plumes (Ref. 8). 
This study may also be 
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
Assumptior,s 
(I) The analysis is restricted to the case of a pure diatomic gas like 
0 2 ,  giving a binary mixture of atoms and molecules. 
(11) It is assumed that while the vibrational and translational degrees 
a r e  in equilibrium, dissociation is in nonequilibriumtpartially frozen). 
(111) It is further a s sumed ,  that the dissociation is only slightly out of 
equilibrium so that the dissociation rate  equation may be linearized. 
(1V) Only steady flows a r e  considered. 
Rate equation 
The rate  equation for  the atomic mass fraction d may be written a s  
(Ref. 6, see  also the Appendix) 
1 
where & = T g r a d  and V is the ra te  parameter and L 4 o for equilibrium 
flOVTS. 
Cocsider the flow to be a perturbation from a r e f e r e x e  state, which may 
o r  may not be in equilibrium,such that 
p = p*-t p’ 
9 = P+P’ (2) 
o( so(*+” 
I 
(where s t a r s  denote the reference state and pr imes the perturbations) 
arld expand L ( P , p , H )  in a Taylor s e r i e s  about this reference state as 
(keepi-ng only the first order  quantities). 
value ctC = o(e(p,P>=dC* +a( ‘such that L (p,p,g) = 0. 
Then 9xpanding L ( p , p , g  = 0, one has 
Define a local equilibrium 
i 5 i  
Thus one can -write 
Y~w,pu?t i r?g this is the rate  equation and w r i t h g  the rate parameter 
also as a perturbation from its value for che referenre state y=q-N 
azd keeping only the first o d e r  quantities, o re  obrains 
c )  Basic flow equations 
The basic flow equations are 
mass  
momentum 
energy 
enthalpy 
state -k = at p,p,oc) 
p =P(f‘,OC,T> 
and substituting this in Eq. (10) and usin.g Eqs.  (8j and (91j 
2 
J 
I 
i 
I 
one obtains 
where, subscripts denote partial differentiation with respect  to  that 
vzriable. From the definition of frozen speed of sound (Ref. 6) 
Eq. (14) may be written as 
From the linearized rate equation 
D==+ * L&(d -cia> D t  (7) 
one obtains by differentiation 
where the equilibrium speed of sound a, is given by (Ref. 6). 
a f = - ( 4 J + & d e p / (  & + A * N e p -  +) 
Eliminating E on the LHS in Eq. (17)  by the use of Eq. (16), one 
finally obtains: 
This  equation can also be  obtained without the assumption of the flow 
being only slightly out of equilibrium (see Appendix A) .  
3 
It was shown by Vincenti (Ref. 6 )  that for flows which are slightly out of 
equilibrium, one may introduce a velocity potential (see Apperidix C )  . 
Now writing the velocity as a perturbation from the reference state ve- 
locity t * 
\ 
where Cp is the perturbation velocity potentia1,and substituting +e above in 
d )  Relation between sound speed and flow speed: 
In o rde r  to simplify Eq. (21) for the transonic case, a relation between 
the sound speeds (frozen and equilibrium) and flow speed is needed. 
Since the vibrational and translational degrees are assumed to  be in 
equS';-brium, the  frozen sound speed occurring in the above equation is 
actually the partially frozen sound speed (in a partially exited dissocia- 
tirq gas) as derived by Glass and Takano (Ref. 5) ,  
whe.re 
A ' = J - ( 5  3 d i 2 ( 1 -  dl It d 
and R ~ t h e  gasconstaot. This expression can be also derived stal?fhg 
f r o m  Eq. (15) a s  shown in the Appendix,RJ 
4 
The specific enthalpy may be written a s  
. 
Using Eq. (241, 
24.= 
where 
From Eqs. (9) and (10) for momentum and energy, 
+$.kt 9 i2)  = O  
o r  
(Since the flow is from a reservoir,  ho is the s a m e  on all streamlines 
and hence throughout the flow). Substituting for h from Eq. (26),, one 
ob t ain s 
f a  + A = constant (28)  
In t e rms  of the cri t ical  speed f *  = a+* 
qL-t A&; = ( A * +  I )  t q 2  (2 9) 
o r  
Under the assumption of s m a l l  perturbations A is replaced by A*. 
From Ref. 5, the ecpiWxiimm speed of sound (see also the AppendixA for  
derivation fimm Eq. (18), is given 13;~ 
5 
Using Eq. (25)  for h, 
2 4 = 4a: 
Demiirlg by a,"/ the value of & when$=&)*, E q s .  (2?) and ( 3 3 )  may be 
c, 2mbined to give an equation s i m i l a r  to  Eq. (29), namely, 
f2+ B+ Qt = R.; =+ B.+'?Z$a (35) 
Bf cs' = 05 *'- f z +  i3:G2z ( 3 6 )  
t j c d e r  the assumption of small  perturbations, this  may be approximated 
by 
U t -  ( 3 7 )  
It m a y  be shown that of T,A , O..& where the equality occurs  in the l imits 
1.: is shown in the AppendixAthat the e r rors  introduced in replacing A by 
A* and B+ by B+* in deriving Eqs. (30) and ( 3 7 )  f rom Eqs. (29)  and 
(36 )  a r e  not large. 
o( 3 0 , d - I .  
6 
. 
where 
(33  1 
.' 
3.  TRANSONIC APPROXIMATION 
A s  noted previously the purpose of this note is to  study the flow 
field ir, the sonic region in a nozzle for flows which a r e  slightly out of equi- 
librium. For such flows it can be shown from a quasi-one-dimensional ana- 
lysis  that the sonic point occurs a short distance downstream of the geomet- 
r ical  throat. Clarke (Ref. 9 )  has also shown that, in nonequilibrium flows, 
the f low speed at the geometrical throat is always equal t o  the equilibrium 
sound speed at that point. It can also be shown that in the case of frozen or  
equilibrium flows, the sonic point is again at the geometrical throat. 
It is also known that the frozen and equilibrium sound speeds at any point in 
a nonequilibrium flow may differ up to  15%. 
derive the transonic approximation of Eq. (21)  a s  follows. 
Noting these comments, one may 
Ge 
SKETCH 1 
Ti / Jxeal lnroar 
Throat I I q--- T-. Region of Investigation 
To determine the order of the various t e r m s  in Eq. (21), consider new 
variables e , 7 , (57 ) given by. 
and 
where ho is the semi-height of the nozzle at the throat and 
Also from Appendix C 
, ala? , 
a/aq a r e  of order unity ( see  Appendix C for details about this transformation) 
I 
7 
* 
and 
where RI1 and RI2 are given in Eqs. (C19) and (C. 21) of Appendix C. 
Transforming Eq. (21) to  the new variables by the transforma- 
tion cf Eq. (38), substituting for P hp/ h, and Q ( t - \ ~  + baa et)/ h or f r o m  
One can further show by the use of Eqs. (30) and (37) that 
So that Eq. (39) finally reduces to  
8 
D where 
If one keeps only t e r m s  of the lowest order in Eq. (42), one 
has  the tr ivial  case pFT = 0.01- 
(i. e. Y2), one has  
= f(7). Thus t o  the next-higher order  
P 
Transforming back to  the original variables CQ , x , y, 
The parameter /3 = K*/af* in this equation tends to  infinity to  the limit of 
equilibrium flow. Thus small deviations f rom equilibrium for which this  
equation is derived, imply very large but finite values of p. 
of frozen flow given by p - 0  cannot be logically derived from this equation. 
However, it wil l  be seen that, by putting p = 0 in Eq. (451, one obtains a 
transonic equation valid for  frozen flows. This result can be considered 
only fortuitous. 
Hence the limit 
Hereafter the limit of frozen flow wil l  not be considered. 
3. 1 Equilibrium Flow:- 
In this limit p+ - c y  and hence Ea. (45) simplifies to  
9 
Referring the perturbation to the equilibrium crit ical  speed of sound 
when a, 
(i. e. 
f 1.6: ) and writing g;Ql(i++$'), af" in Eq. (46) is to be replaced by 
Qe* , thus, 
for @'g'gc.  cwhere l$is now the value 
3 .  2 Solutions for the nozzle flows:- 
To study the flaw in the sonic region, one has to solve the follow- 
ing equation, 
where p -  2 A*+ I 
A" 
K+ P = &* 
In the case of a respect to the centerline(,:i. e., X -  axis) 
the 
is symmetric.  
changes f r o m  negative to  positive values a s  one passes  through the sonic line. 
Thus the perturbation VelbCity potential may be written a s  
-component of the velocity is antisymmetric in y while the 2 -component 
Also for supersonic flow, the perturbation component Vx 
where Ip,CX) gives the potential on the x axis , (  i. e,  y =o). 
in the above equation, one can solve for  the functions vI,pa,. - - .etc. in t e rms  
By substituting this 
of cp. - 
10 
which gives for ‘4, 
where A is an integration constant. 
In the region near the throat, one may write, (as in perfect gas flows, see 
Ref. lo),  
% x  = c x  where c is a positive constant 
found . by taking the origin of the axes X 3 s 0 a t  the sonic point. Sub- 
stituting for f l M ,  I p o x r c  in Eq. (49), one obtains, 
The equation for Y L X )  is 
where B is an integration constant. 
Substituting fo r  ‘po,,~’,, , q l r  , qlXx one has 
Thus the perturbation velocity potential ‘pc X ,  ) and the k, y components of the 
perturbation velocity Vk, v j  are: r 
11 
(55) 
3 .  2. 1 Limiting case of equilibrium flow: 
In this limit fi+-m)and replacing %* by @: as in Section 3 . 1 ,  
M s  O& N - - k Y w h e r e  ,a &*+I) 6," is the value at the point where equilibrium cr i t ical  
speed is obtahed. Thus the components of the velocity are: 
( 5 6 )  
Equation (55) shows that the constant perturbation velocity curves  vw a r e  
. parabolas. 
The sonic line and the line of horizontal velocities are obtained by putting 
qK = Vy = 0 , respectively, 
Line of horizontal velocity is X + -  (59) 
S O  a s  in perfect r = y  f Both l ines a r e  parabolas and have the conimon point 
gas flows. (See Appendix B) 
3.2. 2 General nonequilibrium case:-  
*.- 
The(%, $)-components of the perturbation velocity for  the general 
nonequilibrium case  a re ,  
12 
. 
I .’ 
A s  noted previously, P is negative and very large for s m a l l  de- 
viations from equilibrium (see also Appendix). 
other t e rms  in 18 in Eqs. (54) and (55) may be neglected giving the approximate 
results 5 
So, all the exponential and 
( 5 5‘) 
These results could have been obtained as  well by neglecting the contribution 
of the f i r s t  term in Eq. (45). 
Eq. (54’) shows that the curves of constant velocity jcz 4g*+ lp, 
are parabolic. 
the method of characterist ics can be taken as a parabolic a r c  with constant 
flow properties on this curve. 
Thus the initial data curve for supersonic flow calculations by 
The frozen sonic line and the line of horizontal velocity a r e  
given by ‘Px = ‘PJ = O  respectively. 
Line of Horizontal 
Velocity O =  Z -  
Eqs.  (56), (57) show that these two curves do not meet on the 
axis a s  in perfect gas flows (See Appendix B). 
horizontal velocity meets the x axis i. e.  Y = o 
The point where the line of 
is obtained by putting Y =  0 ir- 
Eq. (571, 
13 
since df*> de*, M< 0,. Also N 70 .  Thus X' is upstream of the 
In other words, the line of horizontal velocity intersects the x sonic point. 
axis upstream of the sonic line. 
have parallel flow in the vicinity of the geometric 
This is physically sound since,one should 
throat 
Geometric Throat - SKETCH 2 
Sonic Line 
- 
x 
Horizont a1 
EB, 
This displacement of the sonic point from the geometric throat 
can be obtai*d by usiw the boundary condition or) the nozzle wall that q g = O  
when the wall is parallel to the centerline or x-axis. If &is the abscissa of 
the throat and h the throat height, then 
~ 
wall equation. 
(59)  
If the sonic line and line of horizontal velocity cross, this crossover p o h t  is 
given by the solution of Eqs. (56), (57)  for x ,  y . This point is 
Jz7T ( 6 0 )  61. = -77- 
This crossover occurs only if ye= yw (x  = +), where yw = y,(x) is the 
Other limiting cases:- Two other limiting cases  can be considered where the 
amount of dissociation o( tends to 0 o r  1 and correspondinglyp+O&-w. 
these cases  G''-Qel('&'and @..+ A* 
.in 
Thus the sonic line is 
14 
. 
d 
I 
Line  of ho.rizonta1 velocity is 
both of which a r e  parabolas and have the common point x c- f r o  . 
4. CHARACTERISTICS 
The flow through a nozzle can be divided into two distinct parts: 
(i) the subsonic region and that part of the supersonic region which influences 
the subsonic part, (ii) the remainder of the supersonic field. Consider a point 
Q on the nozzle wall, such that the frozen Mach line emanating from it meets 
the sonic line on the nozzle centerline. 
upstream of Q will  reflect on the sonic line and thus influence the subsonic and 
transonic par t  of the flow. 
Mach lines and the point Q will  be of interest  in the nozzle flows, particularly, 
for the inverse nozzle problem. 
Mach lines coming from all  points 
Thus the knowledge of the location of the limiting 
SKETCH 3 
Limiting Char act er is t  ic 
Line of Horizontal C entreline 
_‘’ 
Sonic Point 
- x  
In the perfect gas case,  it is known that the point Q l ies  upstream 
of the throat (Ref. 10). In this seotion, the situation in the reacting gas flows 
wi l l  be considered. 
4. 1 Characterist ics for Near-Equilibrium Flow 
In section 2. c . ,  the basic system of Eqs. (7) to (12)  was reduced 
to 
15 
In t e r m s  of streamline coordinates s, n, these may be written as 
I 
where M+ =?'/a+ the frozen Mach number, 
I 
F o r  small  deviations from equilibrium, Vincenti (Ref. 6 )  has 
s?t -*n:- that t h e  flow may be considered irrotational, thus 
Eq. (66) is already in characterist ic form, the characterist ics 
beiqg s t rehml ines .  
direzi.ior-s 1, , 1, can be shown to be given by 
For the system of Eqs. (?5), (67), the characterist ic 
a d  " h ~  c o n g a  !ib l l i ty relations along these character is t ics  a r e  
16  
4. 1. 1 Approximation in the Sonic Region 
In Eq. (40), the approximate value of t'lda= I is derived for the 
sonic region, and is,given by 
. 
neglecting higher order  te rms .  If is the frozen Mach angle i. e. ,& - - 1 
then p- Mpr 
u t .  =Jm 
where p is given in Eq. (48). 
The approximate form of the compatibility relation valid in the 
sonic region is obtained by replacing 1 by Q+*+~'Z %@%)as 
given a s  
In Cartesian coordinates 2, f the Characteristic directiocs a r e  
In the sonic region2which is in the vicinity of the geometric 
throat, if the nozzle contour is sufficiently smooth and slowly varying2 8 will  
be small  compared to ,h which is nearly "/E and hence one may approximate 
for  the characterist ic directions in Cartesian coordinates 
4. 1 . 2  Limiting Characteristics 
By use of the solution 9' given in Eq. (54) o r  (54'), one can 
17 
f i n $  r+ 
th-r 9 Sr k g r d  L ~ O L  :s a little complicated, restricting our attention to the limiting 
chardr :e’ 7s+lcs i .  e .  those passing through the origin X = y  
r ay  a , ~  m 4 
$arac -?riatic curves in the sonic region by integrating Eq. (70). As  
consider if any 
. .  I c ?r\ c’c’_* f-’ ! =  nlri th the characterist ics.  The slope of the parabola is 
Substituting in Eq. (’10) and using Eq. (54’) for  q’ , one finds 
(77) 
The point. Q on the wall. $v!:eere the limiting .characterist ic 
, ; x i  be obtained by solving the wall equation e.m ar..a-!, e ;i j 
. .  
6 
. 
4 
a hyperbolic nozzle for reservoir conditions 7,  5 900°fiand Po = A. c 
is calchlated for  which quasi-one dimensional results were available (although 
this example is drawn from a completely nonequilibrium case,  it serves  the 
purpose, since in the throat region Tv and Tcdiffer only slightly and is equi- 
valent to the partially excited model). The values of y, K* were taken from 
the quasi-one dimensional results, from which the parameters in pk , p7 were 
calculated and found to be 
AI* = 3. 905, a9 = 1. 494, Bt* = 31. 218, a* = 1. 340, A* = 9.487, 
f e 
B*= 11.783, P = 1.4797, M = -0.242, N = 1.8378. 
f 
The equation of the hyperbolic nozzle was 
where the origin of the coordinate axes a r e  now taken at he geometric hroat 
? -4f * for convenience. The variation of the perturbation velocity gx p y z  
along the axis is shown in Fig. 1 for various cases ,  from which the constant 
C is determined. 
were found to be 
Thus the x and y components of the perturbation velocity 
v, = 3.265 [Xt b.037 y’/Z) 
\9, = y3 0 
The limiting characterist ics were found to be 
giving the sonic line and line of horizontal velocity respectively. 
! 
4 Y q x  = 2.533 
The displacement of the frozen sonic point from the geometric 
throat and the point where the line of horizontal velocity meets the centerlifie 
were found to be b 
+!As -0.B5 
respectively. 
is found to be 
The point where the sonic line and line of horizontal velocity c r o s s  
L/fk = -1.2 
19 
\ - 
The limiting characterist ics,  frozen sonic line and the line of 
horizontal velocity are shown in Fig. 2.  
6 .  DISCUSSIOK 
One important objection that may be raised about the analysis 
of Section 3 concerns the linearization of the rate  equation while keeping 
t e r m s  of order  Y2 in the approximation for the potential equation. If the 
variation of G=! in the sonic region is much smaller  than the variation of 9 , 
one may feel justified in the linearization of ra te  equation. The resul ts  of 
quasi-one dimensional calculation for two cases ,  where the flow is slightly 
out of equilibrium ( v e t % ) ,  showed that, in the sonic region, od varied by 
0. 370 while f varied by 370 from the cri t ical  state values. Thus the l inear- 
ization of the rate  equation appears justified. 
This analysis will  give at  least  a qualitative description of the 
flow, i f  not a quantitative one, and is carr ied out in the same spir i t  a s  that of 
,Vincenti (Ref. 11). 
diction of the sonic line downstream of the gometric throat and the line of 
horizontal velocity in the vicinity cf the geometric throat. 
constant velccity a r e  shown to be parabolic, the calculation of the s u p r s o n i c  
flow field by the method of characterist ics can be started from an initial data 
curve which is the arc of 8 parabola or a circle.  
flow variables, obtained by quasi-one dimensional analysis, may be taken c m -  
stant along this curve. 
It may be noted that i t  gives the cor rec t  trends in the pre-  
Since the curves of 
The values of the variaus 
A s i m i l a r  analysis can be done i f  one considers nonequl1ibri:im 
in a single mode (e. g. vibrational nonequilibrium with no dissociation). 
that case the rate  equation has  to be replaced by the Landau-Teller eqcatioa 
for vibrational nonequilibrium . 
Iil 
It was found from sorne preliminary analysis that the case o f  
simultaneous vibrational and dissocietional nonequilibrium cannot be reduced 
to a sicgle equation a s  in the present case regardless  of whether one corisiders 
coupled o r  uncoupled models for the vibrational and dissociational ra te  pro-  
cesses .  
7. CONCLUSIONS 
The qualitative picture one obtains fo r  the nozzle flow in 
nonequilibriurn is: 
i) The iines of constant velocity a r e  parabolic. 
ii) The frozen sonic line is parabolic and displaced dowilstream 
2’0 
. of the geometric throat. 
iii) The line of horizontal velocity is parabolic and meets the 
nozzle centerline upstream of the frozen sonic line. 
iv) The frozen sonic line and the line of horizontal velocity meet 
on either side of the nozzle centerline, in case M 30 
(i. e .aC2 0; ) o r  do not meet  at all as in the example given, 
in contrast to the perfect gas  flows where they meet on the 
nozzle centerline. In the ear l ie r  case  portions of the hori- 
zontal velocity curve near the nozzle wal ls  will  be supersonic 
while those near the centerline will be subsonic o r  in the 
latter case the whole curve is subsonic in contrast with the 
perfect g a s  flows where the whole curve is supersonic. 
v) The limiting characteristic which divides the nozzle flow into 
two distinct regions, (namely, I. the subsonic flow and that 
part  of the supersonic flow which influences the subsonic 
flow, and 11. the fully supersonic flow) is parabolic and 
emanates from a point on the nozzle wall which is downstream 
of the.geometric throat in contrast to perfect gas flows where 
it is upstream of the geometric throat, 
vi) The initial data curve for the computation of the supersonic 
flow by the method of characterist ics may be taken a s  aiparabolic 
or circular  arc  with constant flow properties on i t  which may 
be obtained from quasi-one-dimensional calculations. 
vii) It appears from a rough analysis given in Appendix A that 
the qualitative picture for simultaneous nonequilibrium in 
vibration and dissociation may be similar to  the present 
case. However, the partially frozen speed of sound used in 
the present analysis is to  be replaced by the fully frozen 
speed of sound. 
I 
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APPENDIX A 
DERIVATIONS 
Rate Equation 
It was  shown in Ref. 5 that for dissociation anG recombination 
of a pure diatomic gas described by the process 
where A2 and A a r e  a diatomic molecule and an atom, respectively, and X is 
a third body, & , 4, a r e  the dissociation and recombination rate  constants 
respectively, the rate  equation for the net production of atoms in t e rms  of the 
atomic mass fraction OC , may be written a s  
where m, is the mass  of atoms per  unit mole, p 
equilibrium constant defined by 
is the density and K, is the 
( A . 3 )  , 
In this derivation the atoms and molecules a r e  considered to  
If they a r e  considered to have the same efficiency in causing dissociation. 
have different efficiencies, then the factor ( I +g( ) in Eq. (A. 2 )  has to be re-  
placed by ( I  - OC+z>o() where >( is the relative efficiency of atoms and mole- 
cules. Comparing Eq. (A. 2)  with Eq. (1) in the text, one finds 
and 
It, may be noted that L is dimensionless and ’/- has the dl 1 rn ers ions 
of time and is taken a s  the characteristic chemical time Ye . If 3 is the 
characterist ic flow time, then fo r  %/? + 0 , one obtains the limit of equili- 
brium flow and for %a*, the limit of frdzen flow. Also in the limit of 
equilibrium flow L-, 0’ , giving the equation for the equilibrium mass  fraction 
of atoms a s  
In Ref. 5, an expression for Kc is obtained from thermodpamics  
A. 1 
(A. 7 )  
where on &, 8 a r e  characterist ic temperatures for rotation, vibration 
and dissociation respectively, m is the mass  of an atom, k, h a r e  Boltzmann 
and Planck constants, t o ,  p= 
energy level for atoms and 
a r e  statistical weights of the ground 
olecules respectively. 
Expressions for k, , a,, 
J 
Now expressions for these parameters  explicitly in t e r m s  of the 
state variables p, p , o ~  ,T wi l l  be derived. In this Appendix, the function L 
is obtained in t e r m s  of p, T I &  whereas in the main text, i t  was in t e r m s  of 
p.g,oC. 
Using the equation of state 
- p p R 7 (  I-+-d) (A. 9) 
From Eq. (A.  9) 
From Eqs.  (A. 5) and (A. 7 )  ( Ldbl,  = - & K~ 2-p( V oc3 
(A. 1 2 )  
(A. 13) 
(A.  14) 
A. 2 
Thus 
(A. 15)  
(A. 17)  
The enthalpy h is 
(A. 18) . 
0 
Similarly the local equilibrium m a s s  fraction of atoms de is 
A.  3 
T h u s  f rom Eqs. (A. 20)  and(A. 2 2 )  
A. 4 
(A.  24? 
(A. 25)  
(A. 26) 
(A. 27)  
(A.  28)  
(A. 2 9 )  
b 
. 
Substituting these in  Eq. (A. 23)  and simplifying, 
The frozen sound speed is 
The equilibrium sound speed is 
A. 5 
Substitutirfg f o r  the various quantities and simplifying 
Estimation of the e r r o r s  in the approximate Eqs.  (31) and (37) .  
In deriving the relations between sound speeds and f low speeds in 
section 2 . d ,  
(3  1) 
A and B* in the denominators were replaced by A* and B: . The e r r o r s  
involved in these approximations are evaluated here .  
I t  o( 
A' 2 4  (A. 3 7 )  
- CA'f2)lItd) -RT 
A .  6 
where 
and 
Expanding A (o(,T) in Taylor's s e r i e s  about o(*,T' , and keeping 
only f i r s t  order  t e rms :  - 
(A. 38)  
(A. 39) 
(A. 40) 
A .  7 
(A. 41) 
Expanding Bf ( d)T ) in Taylor 's  s e r i e s  and keeping up to first order  
te  r m s ,  
(A. 45) 
A. a 
. 
It can be shown that for  00 2 8,/7 30 
05 €17 C I (A. 47) 
O L € r S I  
and T € T + O  
Considering only cases  where @&/T is equal to or l e s s  
than one, E/T and may be replaced by unity for the e r r o r  estimation. 
Thus it can be shown that 
is always greater  than 3 which value it attains when (Y = 1, and always 
l e s s  than 7 which value it attains when (Y = 0. From this 
Thus the 2nd t e r m  in the coefficient cy' / l+a* in Eq. (A. 41) is always l e s s  
than 0.54. 
very nearly zero. 
The 3rd t e r m  in the coefficient of T t / T *  in Eq. (A. 41) is 
h/ o m s +  ealr Therefore(h.c/h-) = '/ST+ eD e E - '+zM T+[I-M M6)p +5+OCC06+ &IT) 
(A. 50) 
since the denominator is always la rger  than the numerator. 
(A. 49) to  (A. 51), one can show that the coefficients of (Y ' /~+ (Y*  and T'/T* 
in Eq. (A. 41) for A, a r e  always less than 1. i. e. 
From Eqs. 
A. 9 
In a similar way, it can be shown that the coefficients of N ' a r - d T '  
in Eq. (A. 46) fo r  B 
B*bY Ey" 
Alternative Derivation of Eq. (19):- 
a r e  also l e s s  than unity. Thus replacing A by A* and .f in derivlng Eqs. (31)and (37) in the test  wi l l  not lead to large e r r o r s .  
In deriving Eq. (19), it was assumed that the dissociation is 
only slightly out of equilibrium. This restriction can be removed a s  fo+lows:- 
Consider the Taylor 's  s e r i e s  of the quantity I+J . L in Eq. (1) 
about the reference state values. Then 
andogous to  Eq. (3 ) .  Then 
From the energy equation, Eq. (10) and Eq. (13), 
(A. 53) 
(A. 54) 
which upon substitution in Eq. (A.  53)  gives 
Now define (ye, the local equilibrium value of CY, as that given by 
L ( P , Q ,  a,) = 0 (A. 56) 
I Then ~ 
(A. 57)  
. 
a s  long asv is finite. The total differential of Eq. (A. 57) gives 
(4’L)p dp +(VL)p d Q  +(VL-) 
From Eq. (A. 58), one obtains 
which upon substitution inEq. (A. 55) gives 
(A. 58) 
((A. 59) 
(A. GO) 
by the use of Eq. (81, (9) acd the defjhition of a2 given in Eq. (18). It 
noted that Eq. (A. 61) differs  f rom Eq. (17) in tge text by the factor(\ + 
of Eq. (16), one obtains, 
Finally eliminating Dcu/Dt on the LHS of Eq. (A. 61)  by the use 
in the place of Eq. (19) in the text. 
Vibrational and Dis  sociat ional Nonequi1ibrium:- 
In any real  flow, the vibration as wel l  a s  dissociation w-i’ll be 
out of equilibrium and one would have to  deal with fully frozen characterist ics 
for the calculation of the supersonic flow region by the method of characteristics. 
The analysis of the flow in the fully frozen. sonic region is much more complex 
A. 11 
than the one considered in the text which is for the partially frozen sonic 
region. 
of the partially frozen flow may be obtained as follows: 
However a general idea of what one might expect f rom the resul ts  
In this case  either the vibrational energy E, o r  vibrationa 
temperature Tv is t o  be taken as an additional variable. Thus 
1 
which on substitution in the energy equation, Eq. ( lo) ,  gives 
(A. 65) 
where, h , h, , h, in Eq. (A. 65) a r e  different from those in Eq. ( 1 3 )  in the 
function of T alone, i. e. T =, TI . D t  
text whic R contain also the contributions from hc, & where, &, is a 
V 
For  uncoupled vibrational and dis  sociational nonequilibrium, 
Eq. (A. 53)  for D/Dt (Dcu/Dt) is still valid and &, 
equation, namely, 
satisfies the London-Teller 
D&* - E a -  L" (A. 66) - -  
bt r, 
where, r. is the vibrational relaxation t ime and &- is &., evaluated by replacing 
Tv by T.  Let Tv differ from T by a small amount, then * 
(A. 67) 
A1 so 
Thus 
A. 68) 
A. 12 
. 
where the subscripts denote differentiation. 
(A, 65) and rearranging one may write 
Substituting Eq. (A. 68) in Eq. 
Substituting Eq. (A. 69) for D d / D T  = Dcu/Dt on the RHS in Eq. (A. 53) and 
making use of relations (A. 59), (A. 60), one has  
(A. 70) 
Since the coefficient of Dk l /Dt  can be shown to be smaller than unity ana ae 
is the equilibrium speed. of sound given by 
Using Eq. (A. 651, the RHS of Eq. (A. 70) may be written as 
where the fully frozen speed of sound af is given by 
(A. 7 1 )  
(A. 72) 
( A ,  7.1) 
and the DEv/Dt t e r m  w a s  neglected since it can be shown that its coefficient 
hcu/ hp i.s smaller than unity. Equations (A. 701, (A. 7 2 )  together give, by use 
of Eqs. (8) and (9) 
A14 
2 One may note that the expression for  a f  given in Eq. (A. 7 3 )  explicitly 
excluctgs all vibrational energy contributions and thus it is the fully frozen 
speed'*of sound while the equilibrium speed of sound given by Eq. (A. 71)  is 
the same as before since it includes the vibrational energy contributions. 
Since Eq. (A. 74) differs little f rom Eq. (A. 62)  except in 
the definition of 9, one can accept the vibrational-dissociational nonequili- 
briuni resul ts  to be ve ry  similar t o  that of vibrational equilibrium- 
d is  sociat ional nonequilibrium result s. 
A15 
APPENDIX B 
TRANSONIC FLOW IN A NOZZLE FOR PERFECT GASES 
The flow field in the sonic region of a d e h v a l  nozzle for per-  
fect gas flows is described in this Appendix a s  a ready reference for comparison 
with the reacting gas flows described in the text. 
taken from Ref. 10. 
All  of these results a r e  
Let 9 a A , be the flow speed, sound speed, specific 
enthalpy and streamline angle respectively. It has  been shown in Ref. 10 
that a perturbation vebcity potential can be introduced such that 
where a* is the cri t ical  speed (i. e. where = a) and f .  , cp,C and Q y ,  'p, a r e  
the x and y components of the velocity and perturbation respectively and 
satisfies the equation 
The solution of this equation valid in the sonic region of a de 
Lava1 nozzle is shown to be 
(B.3)  ./, 
where C is a positive constant and 
and y components of the perturbation velocity a r e  then, 
is the ratio of specific heats. The x 
f rom which the sonic line is given approximately by putting Y, = 0 2s 
0 
B. 1 
and the line of horizontal velocity o r  the locus of points where the velocity 
vector is parallel to the nozzle axis is given by putting 4 = 0 as 
F r o m  the approximation 9 *aQ+ @, , it will be seen from Eqs. (B. 41, (B. S!, 
and (R. 7 )  that the constant velocity curves, sonic line and line of horizontal 
velocity a r e  all  parabolas. 
It is also shown that the characterist ic directions a r e  approxi- 
mately given by 
along which 4 'and 8 are related as 
where 9' is the deviation of the velocity from the critical speed . 
i * e .  %'= 9 - (mfd% 
(B. 9) 
F r o m  Eqs. (B. 4) and B. 8), two special curves  which are 
characterist ics a re  shown to exist and a r e  given by 
7 x - 3+r 
Y'- 
(B. 10) 
(I3 . 1. 1.) 
The first curve (see line OB in Sk. 4)  is known a s  the I.imit,in.g 
characteristic since it divides the flow i.nto two distinct regions: 
I )  that in the subsonic part  of the nozzle and that in. the super-  
sonic part  of the nozzle (AB) which influences the subsonic. flow 
11) the remaining supersonic flow beyond €3. and 
It is also shown that the sonic line and the limiting characterist ic meet the 
nozzle wall upstream of the geometric throat C and that the sonic line ar.d line 
of horizontal velocity meet on the axis as shown in Sk. 4. Any changes i n  th-e 
nozzle contour downstream of point B will not influenc,e the flow in the region 
upstream of the characteristic passing 
B. 2 
. 
.r 
Perfect Gas Flow 
Characterist ics 
' Sonic Line 
Subsonic Region \ 
Supersonic Region 
J- Centerline Flow Direction .- 
0 
SKETCH 4 
through B, whereas changes in the nozzle contour between B and A wil l  in- 
fluence the sonic line and thus  affect the entire flow including the subsonic 
region. 
tween the sonic line and the limiting characteristic, an exaggerated sketch of 
this regiQn is shown below. 
To give an insight into the characterist ic network in the region be- 
The characterist ics a r e  inclined to the s t ream-  
o r  M = l  , / L ( = T / z  and as 
haracteristics 
Streamlines 
1 a a r a c t e r i s t  c s  
(two families) 
2Iow Direction \ \ 
-\ 
/ / Sub sonic Superson- 
- --- 
\ 
\ 
\ 
- \ - - Cent r eline 
SKETCH 5 , 
0 
a t  a point 9. on the sonic line are perpendicular to the streamline passing 
through it whereas at  a point p on the nozzle wall ,  which is also a streamline, 
they a r e  inclined a t  an  angle slightly less  than T/2 , and along each o x  of 
these characterist ics the changes in $'and 8 a r e  related by Eq. (€5. 9) 
B.3' 
Comparison of Reacting a d  Perfect Gas Flows 
For a perfect gas, the specific enthalpy 4 and the sound speed 
a r e  related a s  
as (B. 12)  -h= m- 
Comparmg Eq. (8. 1 2 )  with Eqs. (26) and ( 3 3 )  in the text, one 
may note that 
(€3.13) 2 )-!! - I  = x 
Eqs.  (B. 1 3 )  and (B. 14)  may be taken as the definition of $3 and 
3, . They may be conslder3d a s  fictitious isentropic indices for partially 
The true expressions frozen axd equilibrium cases  in reacsing gas flows. 
fo r  ihese quantities in the present cases  a r e  given by Eqs. (A. 32)  and (A. 34). 
F r o m  Eqs.  (B. 1 3 )  and (13. 14), thz parameters  P and X given by Eq. (48) in 
the text will  be 
(B. 1.5) 
In the limit of equilibrillm flow, ( see  See.  3. l), ?Y reduces to 
g., in\ 
. Substituting Eqs. (B. 15), (H. 16), (R. 17)  in the various equations gtving the 
Celocity components, sonic !he ,  line cf horizontal v e l o c i t ~ ~  ani the 9i.mitiPg 
character is t ics ,  the sirnil-arlties may be noted. 
’ 
B. 4 
. 
APPENDIX C 
Existence of a Velocity Potential 
For  small deviations from equilibrium of a reacting gas flow, 
the flow may be assumed to  be nearly isentropic., giving r i s e  to the existence 
of a velocity potential. This may be shown a s  follows: 
The entropy equation for  reacting gas flows is given by 
(Refs. 6,  9)  
Tgyad S = grad h -$grad  p + Q g v a d  01 
where T, S, h, Q , p a re  temperature, entropy, enthalpy, density and pressure 
respectively, a 
the specific chemical potential of atoms and molecules given by (Ref. 5) 
is the atomic mass fraction and Q is the difference between 
Id. 
where ''pi%, is the characterist ic dissociation density, e,, 8d a r e  characterist ic 
temperatures for vibration and dissociation, respectively, and R is the gas 
constant per unit mass  referred to the diatomic gas. 
equilibrium value of a, , Q takes the form 
In t e r m s  of the local 
By Scalar multiplication of Eq. (Cl) by , one obtains the variation of 
entropy along a streamline as  
Since from the energy equation Eq. 
' T I  "%e-- Eq. (C4) may be written 
c1 
as given in Ref, 5. To evaluate the entropy change along a streamline in ter-ms 
of the perturbation parameter T , let  u s  write a s  before 
a = a* ( I  + r") ( C 7 )  
L 
so that OL' and ol; a re  of order unity. 
Then da =. 0 1 * T d d '  
O G  ( I +  r")' 
and 
by ser ies  expansion. 
obtained a s  (multiplying by d s  on both side of ( C 6 ) )  
Thus the change in entropy dS along a streamliiie is 
d(5 /R)=  T' a * ( 2 - a * ) ( & - d )  da' = O(?.L) ( C l 2 )  
( I  - a * )  
which shows that the entropy change along a streamline is of order  7' fo r  
deviation of OC f rom Qdt of order  T as long a s  )-a*= o(I) while fo r  
I I - o l u  = O C T )  
(C133 
c2 
Thus for \ - &, = o(1) and for small deviations from equi- 
librium, the flow may be considered to be nearly isentropic and hence a velocity 
potential. may be intraduced. 
Transonic ADpr oximat ion 
In simplifying Eq. (19) or Eq. (2i) in the Sonic region, a trans- 
formation of the coordinates, Eq. (38 )  is introduced wherein the y coordinate 
is distorted by T'12 while x is not. The reason for doing so and the relation 
of "f to  the physical quantities of flow will be considered here. 
3 
Let us  write the velocity 4 as  a perturbation from the re- 
ference state velocity 4]* so that 
g, = 4" T u '  (CIS) 
where is of the order of the velocity perturbation from 4" and U' and 
ut  a r e  of order  unity, similarly let  
oc Qc' ( I  + r q  
Then 'Ap , h, , &p may be written a s  
h, = 
o r  
wh e re  
c 3  
or 
c4 
Keeping the 1owssSt order t e r m s  i~ 
hand side, and dividkig throughout by c('zQ* he* and wri t ing @ = G(* 
on the LHS and all  others on the right 
where 
ha* K, = La* (he* + he* d.k.1 (C29) 
one 0btair-s he* 
c5 
Introducing the perturbation velocity potential c$ , su-ch that 
ul=% > A J ' = @ a y  (C31) 
m d  the transformation 
'1 y 
where, is given in Eq. (C29) and Ilk has the dimensions of length. Then, 
Scbsi.jtu'cing these in Eq. (C30), m d  simplifying 
fC34) 
w h ' .  is zsseqtially achieved by this transformation is as follows. In the line- 
rised trcat,r?lent of Vincent1 (Ref.  6)  the t e r m s  on the LHS of Eq. (C30) or 
C6 
Eq. (C34) a re  kept. Thus comparing the various t e r m s  on the LHS, 
Also 
Furthermore,  the t e r m s  on RHS should be of a higher order compared to the 
t e r m s  on LHS. 
those on the LHS. 
which appears on LHS. 
of order T'while the LHS t e r m s  of order I" . 
compared a re  those which do not contain (1 -M*Ca). 
with the first t e rm on the LHS gives the conditions fo r  the linearisation to be 
valid, namely 
It may be noted that all the t e r m s  on RHS contain @' a s  do 
However, not all of the t e r m s  on the RHS contain(\ - M:')
Also t e rms  on the RHS containing(\-M7')ar-e already 
So the only t e rms  to be 
Thus comparing these 
Since 5 = O(I) $ssp =O(;fjbp) =o(qg)  and also 
all the conditions (C38) to (C40) simplify to  the single condition 
M:'= O(M:';) thus 
. 
since $+ is independant of 'Y and ( 1  - M*,2) this  condition may be satisfied 
a s  iong a s  i-.MT2 =. o(i j or  Q(T'~=) .  ut as s o m  as h - v M 2  I  I I* = O(T) , this 
condition may not be satisfied and one wil l  have to  keep the three t e rms  con- 
taining MT2) MZ2 in the RHS of Eq. (C34). 
The perturbation parameter may be related to the physics 
c7 
Gf the 5c:v as follows: 
Let h = f(x) describe the shape of a nozzle in the vicinity of 
t3.e geometrical throat, the X- axis is along the nozzle celzterline and the 
origic 5: the throat. 
+-- ** 5 _ _ _ _  -- 
Lek h, h e  .the semi-height at the throat. Then expanding f(r) in a Taylor 
se r ies  abo-& X =  0 , 
( I  
For h 
wk,ere R e  Ss the radius of curvature a t  t h e  throat. Also Hall (Ref.  1 2 )  gives 
x x a l r  s-dpes. 
symmetric with respect to  y- axis,f~~,sh,,~ch,;~=o and f co) = I /Ro 
-f&) ~ 3 ~ ' / ~ ~ ~ , 3 h  C = I ,  0 ,- I for  parabolic, circular arc ,  and hyperbolic 
Thus for these shapes 
,'The boundary condition 3n the :mzzle wall (fiow tartgencp) gives 
whe1:e E = h e  / R e  For s m d l  €. , one has  
For +.r = Q ( I )  , Eq. (C46) shows that 
C8 
(C46) 
. .' 
If this quantity & behaves as (1 - q')' 'as NT + , then 
he 0 
I or 
which 012 substitution in Eq. (C41) shows that the linearisation is valid. 
contrast with perfect gas  flows where only€= h e  has to  behave as((-M+ ) aSq-1, 
for the reacting gas flows, €/hQ g has  to  behave a s  (1- M+ ) 
characterist ic dissociation relaxation length \ / g non-dimensionalised by the 
In 
*2 2 
Ro *I 2 , bringing in the 
I 
nozzle semi-height h, . 
In other words, the linearised treatment can be valid if the 
thickness parameter E behaves -as 
where A is a constant of propcrtiona&ty i. e. for a given thickness ratio para- 
meter  E if hop behsves a s  ( I - &  ) -as M: 3 1 , the linearised analysis 
wil l  still give valid resul ts  
*t - 
i. e. 
as M*,- I 
which implies thLt the dissociational r e l e a t i o n  length \ I b  should be s m a l l  
compared to the tunnel semi-height h, . €h other words, for flows very near 
equilibrium in the throat region such that the dissociations1 relaxation lengt4r 
is much smaller than the nozzle semi-height the linearised treatment wi l l  
correctly describe the flow behaviour near the throat. 
of hub , the linearisation is not valia and one has  to  keep some of the t e r m s  on 
the RHS of Eq. (C34).  
between '?' and \-q2. One such relationship is 
For any other behaviour 
Then one wi l l  have to  choose a suitable relztimship 
a s  in perfect gas  f lows  (Ref. 10). 
becomes 
With this choice, the transformation ( C 3 2 )  
F =(5= '1 = pr" 'y 
or choosing he, the tunnel semi-height, a s  the flow characterist ic length, me 
may write 
f = F / h .  7 = Y''y / he 
he+(!,*)) = + C = t h ~ )  
which is the same as Eq. (38)  in the text. I 
c 10 
